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MA R K ET I NG & P R OM OTI O N

• Fast-paced thriller; comparable to James Patterson for YA.
• Promotion on ynwp.ca, saskbooks.com, couniosandgane.com,
Prairie Books NOW, Read Saskatchewan.
READE R RE VIEWS OF THE SHEPHERD & WOL FE SE RIE S

"Gripping ... once I picked it up, I couldn't stop reading it until I reached
the last page!" M. H., Washington DC, USA
"Loved your book, the characters were brilliant, the storyline was
fantastic and I found it compelling, difficult to put down." Colin Vigus,
London, England
"I just wanted to say your book is amazing and I couldn’t put it down!!!
I ignored my family for the day and finished it.” Dane Boneville, AB.
“I was hooked before the end of the prologue.” Melanie Vollman,
Regina, SK.
“[My son] devoured your book in a couple of days—your book held his
attention and made him want to keep reading.” Mom of an avid reader
AU T HO R I NF O RM AT I ON

DAVID GANE is a writer, teacher, and stay-at-home dad. He writes
film scripts and fiction, and has also composed poetry, plays, and
academic film reviews. He occasionally teaches screenwriting at the
University of Regina.

The boys are back.
After the unbelievable events of last fall, Tony Shepherd could use a break. But his relaxing
family summer at the lake crashes to a halt when Charlie Wolfe arrives at the cabin after a
local man goes missing.
But nothing is ever simple when Charlie’s around, and soon the boys are again caught in
a dark tangle of violence and danger. If they’re not careful, their search could bring harm to
more than just themselves… Can Tony protect his family and keep Charlie out of trouble?

ANGIE COUNIOS teaches by day, and writes film scripts and
fiction the rest of the time. When she’s not teaching or writing,
she’s packing a bag for another adventure, completing a goal list,
playing with her camera or practising yoga.
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